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Nail Framework & Chemistry, 2E is a distinctive text that explores the artificial and organic nail in an
interesting and easy-to-understand manner. The just book of its kind obtainable, it brings together
authoritative information from diverse areas including dermatology; toxicology; why products sometimes
don't function and how to prevent these problems; the chemistry of artificial nail items, nail polishes, and
treatments; physics; and materials technology to provide the reader with a deeper knowledge of nails. The
information covers an array of topics like the growth and structure of the natural nail; normal versus
irregular natural nails, nail disorders; chemistry; Authored by a leading study scientist in this field, the text
acts as an informational guide for anyone interested in learning more about how and why professional nail
products work; understanding and avoiding epidermis allergies; and much, much more. improving
ventilation; the usage of electric files; how to troubleshoot, understand and solve most common salon
problems; anatomy and physiology; how exactly to give clients trouble-free nails/services, and more.
Updated to add discussions of services, services, complications, and misunderstandings in the field, and
filled with four-color photographs that illustrate key principles, this easy-to-read book provides answers to
numerous questions regarding the science and technology of fingernails.
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His books are easy to read and incredibly informative Doug Schoon's books should be required reading for
just about any one in the nail market. His books are easy to read and incredibly informative; Nail Structure
and Product Chemistry Was therefore nice to understand this book in the mail. Gleam quiz by the end of
each chapter. A great deal of diagrams and images to assist you understand. As a licensed cosmetologists
that's read very much about nailsl, this is actually the most comprehensive publication I've seen. Don't
question the purchase....just purchase it! Five Stars Very pleased with my purchase. Book is in exceptional
condition, looks new. Great Book Douglas Schoon is a head in his field. she adores this product greatest
insight on nail structure & Doug Schoon explains the science behind natural nails and also nail products in
great fine detail, in a manner that makes sense. She totally recommends this for anybody who's thinking
about nails! I felt enjoy it was a little overpriced. Nail Structure and Item Chemistry is a MUST for just
about any Nail Technician! product chemistry! A Must Have Nails Reference Guide A must have in the
event that you do anything with fingernails. Must have for anybody in the Nail Solutions Field excellent a
must read for just about any nail tech or student. It is a great book for refreshing my understanding, having
been out of college for some time now, and also a good reference guide to have in the salon. Great Book I
got this for my lady since she has her own business doing fingernails & This book can be my "nail bible".
Very informative and really worth the money. Five Stars a must have for all salons Not for the scientist Not
as scientific as title statements; even more for a nail technician searching for a little technology behind nail
modification and products. he obviously cares in what we do. Really worth the price! Will need to have for
all Nail Technicians!
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